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WordPress 3 Search Engine OptimizationPackt Publishing, 2011

	WordPress is a powerful and effective open source web publishing platform that enables anyone, regardless of computer skills, to create and maintain a world-class website. Millions of people worldwide have adopted WordPress, and its popularity continues to increase. In February of 2011, WordPress.org reported over 32.5 million downloads of...
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Data Structures and Algorithms in C++John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	An updated, innovative approach to data structures and algorithms


	Written by an author team of experts in their fields, this authoritative guide demystifies even the most difficult mathematical concepts so that you can gain a clear understanding of data structures and algorithms in C++.


	The unparalleled author team...
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Ubiquitous Computing for Business: Find New Markets, Create Better Businesses, and Reach Customers Around the World 24-7-365FT Press, 2011

	Ubiquitous Computing ("UbiComp") is the next game-changing technology. In Ubiquitous Computing for Business, PARC UbiComp pioneer Bo Begole shows you how to successfully incorporate it into your products, services, processes, and strategies. Begole introduces UbiComp's component technologies, thoroughly illuminates its...
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Marine Polysaccharides: Food ApplicationsCRC Press, 2011

	Increased public awareness of the importance of healthy living presents new challenges for the commercial food processing sector. The industry is always on the hunt for novel and safe additives with functional properties that can be used to impart healthy and appealing properties to foods. While the ocean is known as a conventional source of...
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Numerical AnalysisBirkhauser, 2011

	Revised and updated, this second edition of Walter Gautschi's successful Numerical Analysis explores computational methods for problems arising in the areas of classical analysis, approximation theory, and ordinary differential equations, among others. Topics included in the book are presented with a view toward...
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Encyclopedia Gothica: A NovelEcw Press, 2011

	Encyclopedia Gothica is a guide through that shadowiest of subcultures: modern Goths. It collects and defines more than 600 words and phrases used by these children of the night so that you too can engage in conversations about deathhawks and rivetheads and who is more u¨bergoth: Bela Lugosi or Robert Smith. Compiled by acclaimed Goth...
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Distributed Intelligence In DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The book contains the papers developed from the presentations at the Distributed Intelligence in Design Symposium, held in Salford in May 2009. In this context, Distributed Intelligence refers to the interdisciplinary knowledge of a range of different individuals in different organisations, with different backgrounds and...
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Building the Mobile Internet (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2011

	The complete guide to technologies and protocols for delivering seamless mobile Internet experiences


	 


	In Building the MobileInternet, three leading mobility architects and implementers from Cisco present complete foundational knowledge about...
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JavaFX A Beginners GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Welcome to JavaFX: A Beginner’s Guide. This book has been designed to give you
	the best first step into the exciting new frontier of JavaFX development. JavaFX
	is a rich environment tool, and learning JavaFX is a must for anyone who wants to create
	immersive, interactive environments for users of any background.


	This...
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Beginning Java SE 6 Game ProgrammingCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	This book will teach you how to create games with the awesome Java language.
	Previous editions emphasized the casual game market with chapter projects
	designed to run in AppletViewer or in a web browser. While still relevant, the
	code in this new edition is a bit simpler, using a JFrame more often instead of an
	applet, so that...
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Microsoft Visio 2010: BasicAxzo Press, 2011

	Our manuals facilitate your learning by providing structured interaction with the software itself. While we provide text to explain difficult concepts, the hands-on activities are the focus of our courses. By paying close attention as your instructor leads you through these activities, you will learn the skills and concepts effectively.
...
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Tap, Move, Shake: Turning Your Game Ideas into iPhone & iPad AppsO'Reilly, 2011

	With the first Apple ][ it was very important for me to have a manual that would

	lead others to success and learning right from the get-go, even if the user had no

	relevant experience. That’s how we learn. We start entering code others wrote to

	see how it works and then over time we learn variations.




	One of my...
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